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Direct Forum is a free email newsletter containing useful direct marketing tips, news updates and
how-to information. It’s convenient, informative and I am not trying to sell you anything!

1. The Science behind
Charitable Giving and
ways to Nudge Donors
to help boost it.

2. Video of the month:
    Delivering Hope
   

The Science behind Charitable
Giving and ways to
Nudge Donors to help boost it.
The science behind giving really fall under two basic categories:
• Impulsive giving (quick gifts involving little thought but rapid and
positive emotional response).
• Deliberate contributions (thoughtful giving that more accurately
accounts for the recipient’s desire to help.)
Using these two as guides, here’s how charities can use subtle
nudges (behavioral techniques) to inspire people to donate.
A significant portion of charitable donations comes from impulse giving
which is responding to feelings of generosity just like impulse buying.
Impulsive giving is usually reacting to an appeal rather than evaluating
the charity.
The rise of mobile platforms has helped contribute to the popularity of
impulse giving making it easier for potential donors to immediately send
CONTINUES ...

ment by applying very subtle eyes-image cues or control-image cues to charity collection buckets which
were placed behind the checkouts of a British superDIRECT FORUM
market,
over an 11-wk period. These buckets allowed
shoppers to donate some of their change to a wellknown cause, but only a small minority actually did
so. Our aims were to establish whether a robust eyeimages effect on generosity appeared in this setting
where there is no norm of prosociality in operation
and to investigate whether there was any evidence for
a stronger eye-images effect when fewer real people
were around, as suggested by the studies of ErnestJones et al. (2011) and Ekström (2011).

pair of stars might well be sufficiently eye-like to generate an eye-images effect, our control image was a
line of three. Thus, the overall size of the stimuli was
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similar in the two conditions (both forming
a rectangle of <10 cm in length by <3 cm in height), as were
the colours and contours. However, the eye image
was immediately identifiable as eye-like, whereas the
control image was not (Fig. 1).
The stimuli were left in place for 11 wk between 24
Nov. 2011 and 9 Feb. 2012. Buckets were emptied by
supermarket staff at weekly intervals, and the amount
donated was counted. The supermarket also kindly
supplied us, from their cash register data, with the
number of people who had come through that particular checkout during the corresponding week, plus
how much they spent. For the analysis, we took the
unit of replication to be the bucket-week, thus providing 66 data points. Our outcome variable was the
amount of money donated per thousand customers
using the cash register. Results are essentially the
same if unadjusted amount donated is used instead
(data not shown). The distribution of donation per
thousand customers did not depart significantly from
normality, and hence, the data were analyzed using
general linear mixed models. In a first model, we
entered treatment (eyes vs. control) as a fixed effect
and week as a random effect. In a second model, we
additionally entered the number of customers at the
checkout as a covariate and tested for a significant
interaction between treatment and number of

money when touched by a desire to donate. But the donations are usually
small amounts.

For example, when an earthquake struck Haiti in 2010, the American
Red Cross raised over one million dollars in less than 24 hours.
Methods
Six Nudge Methods for Impulsive Giving:

The study took place in a large, busy supermarket in
the Tyne and Wear conurbation. The supermarket
contained nine parallel checkouts in a main bank,
plus four self-service checkouts and a customer service desk. Charity buckets are positioned at the end of
six of the main bank checkouts. These are white plastic buckets bearing the branding of the supermarket
and the name and logo of the currently active charitable cause, which did not change during the study. We
applied either subtle eye images or control images to
buckets on alternate checkouts. Thus, eyes and control images were evenly distributed across the width
of the store, and so treatment should not be confounded with spatial variation in business or lighting.

1. Make Giving Easy.

Just putting eyes on a donation jar made people more charitable. In a
study that took place over the course of 11 weeks in a busy supermarket
in Northern England, white, plastic buckets, containing the store’s
logo and the name of a charitable cause, were placed at the end of six
checkouts. The only change made to the buckets over the course of
the study was the addition of “subtle eye images”. That was all it took
to see donations increase by nearly 50%. During the weeks the plain
buckets were in place, they tallied £5.48 per thousand customers. With
the addition of eyes, the giving jumped to £6.69 per thousand customers.

Other ways: They also include donation via crowd-funding, Facebook
videos and direct mail appeals that capture potential donors’ attention
Ethology 118 (2012) 1–6 © 2012 Blackwell Verlag GmbH
and emotionally triggers them to donate to charities and individual
causes. Impulse giving makes the act of giving easy and satisfying.
Fig. 1: Eye (left) and control (right) images in situ in the supermarket.
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2.  Make Giving Feel Good.
Charities can strengthen the emotional reward of impulsive giving by
reducing the delay between the donation and the positive feelings it
produces. Charities should immediately and vividly show donors the
effect of their gift.
Here’s how LiveOnNY
gave three former military
casualty notification officers
the opportunity to deliver a
different kind of news.
Video link: https://youtu.be/bcFxT_iOABE
Other ways: Let donors view photos of the people who have benefitted
from their aid, or show a video with a beneficiary saying thank you, or
a live feed of a forest they helped protect. Charities could also include
what a donor saved on taxes. In other words, all the benefits derived
from their donation.
3. Spotlight Social Norms.
The Blind Faith Upgrade: The travel industry in India is highly competitive,
with the majority of people holidaying in the country. Hotel Ramada needed
a way to demonstrate its customer-centric and highly relevant service.
India has the second largest visually-impaired population in the world, but
thousands of travellers can’t find visually-impaired friendly accommodation.
How could Hotel Ramada support their stay?
They created ‘The Blind Faith Upgrade,’ an innovative solution that
transformed hotel rooms into visually-impaired friendly spaces using an
CONTINUES ...
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easy-to-assemble kit including:
reusable tactile paving tiles
to help orientate hotel guests,
Braille literature with
audio-assist pens, which used
optical identification converting
written language into audio,
and Braille labels converting
any phone into a Brailleenabled phone.
They chose to launch the kit
to attract the thousands of visually-impaired annual pilgrims visiting
Ajmer Shareef, the shrine of Sufi Saint Moinuddin Chishti. They
promoted the kit through a film with testimonials from guests, with
audio descriptors for their visually-impaired target audience.
Since these upgrades do not require any infrastructural changes,
they are easily adaptable in any hotel in India—or in the world.
THE RESULTS: This multi-channel campaign, saw a 22% increase of
Hotel Ramada searches, 100,000 more website visits, and 1,100 enquiries.
In total the campaign reached over 3.4 million people.
Video Link: https://youtu.be/OXHSA3xtik0
Other ways: Ambient or guerrilla marketing and videos are great ways for
charities to spotlight how they can help change norms especially for those
charites that deal with disabilities of any kind.
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4. Appeal to the right target audience at the right time.
The Salvation Army in Hong Kong
found a novel way to salvage 217 metric
tons of clothing annually with a simple
idea—providing moving boxes to
moving companies.
Video link: https://youtu.be/wsczF59i8NA
Other ways: Offer small rewards in return for donations. On Kickstarter,
people who pledge support are called “backers,” and some projects offer
unique rewards or products. Rewards often include public recognition or
limited wearable accessories, emphasizing the backers’ alignment with
the charity’s vision.
For example: Charities like ME to WE and 4Ocean give
bracelets in return for donations.
5. Emphasize Different Attributes.
Here’s how Bradford University did it:
Link: https://youtu.be/PEwtDKWhpLw
Other ways: Charitable organizations can
frame new developments or approaches in
humanitarian or social causes as novel and
urgent, encouraging donors to be a part
of their ground-breaking work. And to mitigate the boredom of repeatedly
giving to the same efforts, charities can tell recurring donors about new
projects their dollars are funding.
CONTINUES ...
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6. Use shock and awe to grab

attention.
This is how the Parisian Road Safety
Authority did just that for the pedestrian’s own
protection called: The Virtual Crash Billboard.
Video link: https://youtu.be/wcl5d8cgj4i
Other ways: Demonstrating the good that
charities do for social causes in a dramatic way
to be seen and recognized.
In contrast to impulse giving, deliberative contributions
are likely to produce more resources for charities, leading
greater benefit. This type of giving helps support effective
use of charitable funds and encourages organizations.   
While 85% of survey respondents, in one study said that
non-profit performance was an important criterion for their
donations, despite these stated intentions, the same survey
found that only 3% actually used relative performance data
when deciding which charity to support.
Four Nudge Techniques for Deliberative Contributions:
1. Show loyal donors how their commitment can be rewarding.
Here is how an organ donation organization in California did it.
CONTINUES ...
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They teamed up with the local police who
gave those motorists, who were caught
for any minor offences, no ticket if they
were organ donors because they as
organ donors had pledged to give others
a second chance in life.
Link to video: https://youtu.be/cIRIdg1dyE4
Other ways: Charities should encourage individuals to pledge a certain
amount when they’re most inspired, and when they can with a
pay-later-plan. Monthly giving is another effective commitment where
donors agree to donate a set amount of money every month to support
the charity of choice.
2. Show transparency in a novel way.
Dementia UK: Every single day we hear about the struggle families
affected by dementia face. In 2018/19 we continued to help as many
of those families as possible - this video shows how.
It’s all down to your support—we can’t thank you enough.
Seeing is believing. Here how Dementia UK did it with
their Annual Report.
Link: https://youtu.be/WlcEXq8OfsU
Other ways: One of the most novel way to raise funds that I have come
across lately is called: Mind Pause Box. Because it is so new I will
elaborate on this method in my next newsletter. So, stay tuned.
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3. Segment and Leverage your largest donor group.

Here’s how Land O’Lakes did it. Women are the largest group of donors
for many charities.
By segmenting and
appealing to them
in particular
Land O’Lakes in
collaboration
with a Nashville
artist and Grammy
winning songwriter
rewrote farming’s
most iconic song, Old MacDonald, into “She-I-O,” a power anthem
celebrating female farmers.
SHE-I-O launched on Women’s Equality Day, alongside teaser videos,
behind-the-scenes snippets and empowering gifs. By changing one pronoun,
they showed how they could change the way an entire generation looks
at farming.
Links: https://sheiodrumcauserelated.squarespace.com
Other ways: Weight Watchers organizes meetings for women members,
helping create a supportive community while also providing a place where
program participants can see and hear about the weight-loss progress
of other women.
Similarly, charities could use segment-focused messaging to promote the
deliberate giver who thoughtfully donates in alignment with the causes she
chooses to support. Other methods include using respected leaders in the
world to help promote effective giving.
CONTINUES ...
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4. Add a touch of humour to your

appeals.
The big idea: Rent a Finn. Rent a Finn is not
only unique and ownable to Finland due to its
rational background from the UN Happiness
Report, but also meaningful because of its
higher purpose of bringing more happiness to the world. So far the
campaign has s reached 149 countries with paid advertising in only 10
markets. The reach has raised as high as 1,366 billion – 98,5% coming from
earned media. The PR value of the campaign reached € 34 175 321.
Link to video: https://vimeo.com/335357074
Other ways:
The cartoon below says it all in a fun way.
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In 2018 a fire ripped through California, right before Christmas, leaving thousands
of families homeless in shelters. Adding to the stress, many parents worried that
they wouldn’t be able to give their kids a happy Christmas, and kids worried Santa
had forgotten them. That’s when the United States Postal Service (USPS) decided
to do something about it.

Video of the month:
Delivering Hope

Watch:
https://clios.com › awards › winner › public-relations › delivering-hope-71...

In 2018 a fire ripped through California, Credits
Agency: MRM//McCann
right before Christmas, leaving thousands Client: USPS
of families homeless in shelters. Adding
to the stress, many parents worried that
they wouldn’t be able to give their kids
a happy Christmas,
and kids worried
Credits:
Santa had forgotten
them. That’sMRM//McCann
when
Agency
CampaignPostal ServiceDelivering
Hope
the United States
(USPS)
Advertiser
United States Postal Service
decided to do
something about it.
Link to video:
https://clios.com › awards › winner › public-relations › delivering-hope-71...
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Wishing you a very
Happy & Successful

2020

OPT IN, OPT OUT, OPTIONS:
To subscribe, email me at:
billy@designersinc.ca
To download back issues of my
newsletters go to ‘Freebies’ on my website:
www.designersinc.ca
To unsubscribe, send me an e-mail simply
saying, “Please, remove.” To participate,
send me an email with your suggestions.
To post a comment, please include your
name, email address and your thoughts.
Let me remind you that your name and/or
e-mail address will never be shared, sold,
circulated, or passed along to anyone else.
BKS Fundraising/Designers Inc.
1806-77 Harbour Square
Toronto, ON
M5J 2S2
© Designers Inc.
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